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Abstract:
There is a requirement for some marine vessels to know the exact condition of the seaway in which
they are operating. Currently this is accomplished with the usage of wave radars, which are
expensive and sometimes not viable for smaller vessels that can be more greatly affected by waves.
This research utilizes image processing produced in the Newcastle University’s Hydrodynamics
Laboratory with artificial neural networks to analyse current and future wave behaviour. The
image processing is completed using two inexpensive digital cameras to reproduce waveforms
over a certain time period. The artificial neural networks are tested over computer generated wave
forms and then integrated with the wave forms captured from the digital cameras with analysis of
both past, current, and future wave characteristics being analysed.
The success of the image processing and neural networks in the laboratory setting provides
encouragement for the future success of the project to be completed further with testing on an
actual vessel and with an increasing scope of imaging.
1. Introduction
The forecasting and measurement of ocean waves is vital in many fields of work. For marine
vessels, information regarding the condition of ocean waves is important for various on board
activities. For example, preparing a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) for operation is helped by
understanding the current and future wave conditions. The current method for measuring waves
from a ship out at sea is the utilization of wave radar. The most common type of wave radar that
is found on marine vessels is High Frequency (HF) radar. (Maresca et al., 2014) While the HF
radar set ups work well, they are very expensive pieces of equipment, and because of this many
marine vessels that would benefit from the use of the forecasting and measuring of the waves do
not have access to it. The aim of this project is to provide an accurate and affordable way for
marine vessels to measure and forecast surface wave behaviour. To do this the usage of an artificial
neural network combined with image processing technology will be implemented with a set of
cameras that will be mounted to a wind, wave, and current tank. The objectives of this paper are
to successfully create an artificial neural network to accurately and consistently analyse and predict
ocean wave models in both two- and three-dimensions, capture images that are of good quality for
image processing, and then be able to successfully integrate image processing technology to
predict future occurrences of the generated waves in the wind, wave, and current tank.
In 2005 Aifeng Yao and Chin H. Wu, from the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, were able to successfully analyse surface
waves generated in a wave tank by utilizing a “non-intrusive high speed imager” (Yao and Wu,
2005) and an active contour model. They were able to monitor the surface wave elevation over
three different type of waves, a plunging breaker, spilling breaker, and a plunging breaker striking
on a vertical cylinder. (Yao and Wu, 2005) This project being undertaken aims to be able to also
monitor elevation of the water surface, but without the added lighting necessary in Yao and Wu’s

project, as well as with two DSLR cameras for added cost savings to the future end product, and
utilizing an artificial neural network model for prediction of future wave behaviour.
Wu was also involved in another research project with Justin M. Wanek, also from the Department
of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where surface
waves were measured using three cameras simultaneously capturing images. With a static
mounting system in place, calibration was easily achieved and they were able to test the system
both indoors and outdoors (on shore). (Wanek and Wu, 2006) The utilization of three cameras
allowed Wanek and Wu to overcome lighting issues that occurred outdoors due to natural shadows
and sun glare. The three cameras also assisted greatly in the image processing analysis as depth
was more easily established due to the three separate viewing angles. (Wanek and Wu, 2006) This
project will greatly influence the image capturing setup for the current project being undertaken.
1.1 Artificial Neural Network Background
An artificial neural network is a computational structure made up of a varying amount of neurons,
or nodes, that will take in information from specified inputs and make decisions based on that
information. The decisions that are made from that first layer of neurons will then either output
the decision made to another layer of neurons for further analysis, or to an output layer neuron(s)
that will relay those decisions made by the neural network. A visual example of this process can
be seen in figure 1. In this figure there are five inputs that are all relayed to three neurons in the
first layer, and then those three neurons will relay their decisions to a second layer of four neurons
that then relay the final decisions to an output neuron.

Figure 1 – A basic example of an artificial neural network structure. (Nielsen, 2015)
The type of neurons that is generally used in modern day artificial neural networks are called
sigmoid neurons. Sigmoid neurons analyse inputs into the neuron with a value between zero and
one. Specific weights can be assigned to each of these inputs in a layer that will allow the
importance of the specific input to the neuron to be determined, such as if the user thought that
any inputted value from a wave function that was above 0.5 was a more important input than those
values less than 0.5, the user would assign a higher weight to input values inputted to the neuron.
This higher weight will cause that specific input to have a greater influence on the output of the
neuron. (Nielsen, 2015)
Each of these neurons can be represented by the circles in figure 1. The resulting value of each
neuron is transmitted to the next layer of neurons for further analysis. In very complex problems,
it is not uncommon to have the total number of layers in the network to be around ten.
There are two main types of artificial neural network architectures, a feed forward network and a
feedback network. A feed forward network is pretty self-explanatory in that the information
presented and analysed by the network only moves in one direction, forward. A feedback network
can take analysed values of the neural network and reintroduce the analysed values into the first

layer of neurons. Example architectures of a feed forward and feedback neural network can be
seen in figure 2.

Figure 2 – Example architecture of a feed forward network (left) and a feedback network (right).
(Artificial Intelligence Neural Networks, n.d)
The artificial neural networks are designed for a purpose. Whether that purpose be to analyse
curves, patterns, images, or countless other things, all networks, regardless of purpose, need to be
trained so that they can perform the desired task. Generally a majority of the inputted datasets are
utilized in the training aspect for a network, with other portions of the network going to validation
and testing.
Validation in a neural network is used to measure the generalization of the network, and is an
important aspect for the time that it takes the neural network to train, as the validation will stop
the network once the generalization of the neural network no longer improves. While the training
aspect of the neural network will adjust weights within the network, the validation only looks at
the error of the network. Validation will cause the neural network to stop training when the error
of the input data set used for validation no longer improves, or decreases in accuracy. The
validation data is not shown to a neural network until after the training data has been run through,
this allows for independent verification and prevention of overfitting the data.
The testing aspect of a neural network has no effect on the training of the neural network like the
validation does. This is just used as another method to evaluate performance of the neural network
during and after training. Since it has no effect on training, validation was a higher priority in this
project.
2. Artificial Neural Network for Predicting Two-Dimensional Wave Characteristics
As a first step process for the project, creating and testing a network to analyse a two-dimensional
generated wave is attempted. The successful creation of an artificial neural network (ANN) that
could predict the behaviour of a two-dimensional wave would provide encouragement for the
possibility of the creation of a three-dimensional ANN for prediction, and also establish an option
to integrate image processing coding into the ANN code for future ideal applications on board
ships, such as racing yachts or fishing and research vessels knowing the future wave conditions.
With the successful completion of the two-dimensional network, a three-dimensional network is
then built off of the skeleton used in the two-dimensional network.

The goal of the two-dimensional ANN is to accurately predict the future behaviour of a twodimensional wave. The ANN should be able to do two things. The first goal is for the ANN to be
able to analyse a computer generated sinusoidal wave and predict the future behaviour. The second
goal for this ANN is to be able to utilise images analysed with image processing code and predict
the future behaviour off of the given images.
2.3 Areas of Concern
With the utilisation of images and image processing, there may be some considerable error
generated with the network. Because of this, it is very important that the created ANN can
successfully and accurately predict the future behaviour of a computer generated sinusoidal wave.
3. Testing the Network
With a base neural network coded and trained the first step to test its accuracy and reliability is to
use a generated sinusoidal wave to see if it could accurately predict the future behaviour of the
wave. A basic wave of 𝑦 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑡) is used over a 100 second time period with one point per
second. The reasoning for one point per second comes from the cameras capture speed noted
during experimentation. On average, the cameras are able to take one image per second, so even
though one point per second may not generate a complete sinusoidal wave, it does do a respectable
job at replicating what actual implementation will look like. The network is asked to predict the
next 100 seconds of the wave. The network used an input delay of 2 and a hidden layer size of 10.
As can be seen in figure 3, the network has no issues interpreting the generated wave and predicting
the continuation of the function.

Figure 3 - Computer generated sine wave, 𝑦 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑡), over 100 seconds with 100 seconds of
prediction in red.
Following the success of the neural networks analysis of the constant sinusoidal wave, a sinusoidal
wave that varied over time is tested next. The equation that is used is y = A.*sin(t), where t is a
1x101 matrix of time values increasing from 0 to 100 and A is generated with the usage of the
floor function used with t in a 101x1 matrix to add the variation of the wave. The neural network

is asked to predict the next 100 points for this sinusoidal wave. The network used an input delay
of 2 and a hidden layer size of 10. The networks results can be seen in the figure 4.

Figure 4 - The prediction of the network is highlighted in red. This is a prediction based off of
the first 100 seconds of the increasing function. An overlay of the inputted function extended
across the prediction range can be seen on the right.
The final test that is done with the network with computer generated sinusoidal waves is with
actual data recorded from the Newcastle University Wind, Wave and Current (WWC) Tank over
a 45 second time frame.

Figure 5: (Left) A graph showing the initial wave heights in blue, and a prediction in red based
on a 3 input delay network and a hidden layer size of 10. On the right, the initial wave heights
can be seen in blue and the prediction in red, the network contained 250 input delays and two
hidden layer sizes of 6 and 3.
This data is chosen to be used because it is not as consistent as a generated wave with a
mathematical function. There is randomness to the amplitudes and wave lengths that come from
various external factors in and around the WWC tank. With this data inputted into the neural
network, the network is asked to predict some future behaviour of the wave.

As can be seen in figure 5, the prediction generated by the network levels off fairly quickly and
holds that level for the remainder of the time period of testing. While the prediction is within the
range of what you would expect the wave to do going forward, there is not a lot of information to
be gathered from the figure. On the other hand, the left side of figure 5 gives off a much more
detailed prediction. With the input delay increased, there is more information for the predictive
part of the network to work with.

4. Image Processing Data
The next step in this project is to combine the generated neural network with image processing
code. The image processing code was created by Yonghun Lee in a separate dissertation project
running parallel to this one. (Lee, 2017) To combine the two sets of code a set of images is selected
to gather an average wave height and wave length to then be analysed.
The images to be used are taken from the 1.5 hertz and 0.1 meter amplitude tests run in the
Hydrodynamics Laboratory at Newcastle University. Ten images are selected based on the quality
of the image and the general time stamp of the image. In this particular test 49 images are taken
over a 51 second interval of testing. Examples of the images used can be seen in figure 6.

Figure 6 - Two of the images that are used to test the network with image processing.
Once the images are analysed in the image processing code, the resulting sinusoidal wave is
inputted into the neural network with an input delay of 30 and a hidden layer size of 10. The
generated graph from the image processing and the prediction can be seen in figure 7.

Figure 7 - Results from the image captured data, with the original graph in blue, and the
prediction in red.
5. Discussion of Two-Dimensional Analysis
The performance of all of the networks is satisfactory. The constant sinusoidal wave is near perfect
match for the inputted data and the image integration does a very good job at interpreting the data
and predicting the future behaviour of the waves. The increasing sine wave could be improved as
the resulting prediction is not a perfect match, and that is reflected in the performance values that
are produced. The wave gauge data shows the compromise that needs to be made with time and
accuracy, given a higher input delay the network made a prediction that seems to be on par with
what would be expected of the wave data. Overall the two-dimensional neural network performed
well.
6. Artificial Neural Network for Predicting Three-Dimensional Wave Characteristics
With a two-dimensional neural network completed, the next step is to create a network that can
take in a three-dimensional wave input and output an accurate prediction of the future wave
behaviour. A neural network that can accurately and reliably predict the behaviour of three
dimensional waves will be much more applicable to usage out in the water by ships rather than a
two dimensional network.
6.1 Objectives
The end goal for the three-dimensional neural network is to be able to analyse images taken over
a certain time period and scope and then be able to predict the future behaviour of waves in real
time. For this goal to be achieved, a three-dimensional network needs to be create that can analyse
both regular and irregular waves generated by a computer first.
6.2 Areas of Concern
As with the two-dimensional neural network, there may be considerable error generated due to the
combination of image processing and the neural network itself. Another concern is the amount of
data to be inputted into the neural network in a multiple input situation, especially for irregular
waves. The more data entered into the network, the more accurate it becomes, but also the more

time that it will take to properly train and predict. With the work that has been completed, it will
be difficult for the network to establish training and prediction for an irregular wave form.
7 Testing the Network
7.1 Computer Generated Regular Wave
With the NAR network created, the first step to testing the accuracy is to use a computer generated
three-dimensional sinusoidal wave just as is done with the two-dimensional network. To generate
this sinusoidal wave a time function containing 10 seconds of data with one point every tenth of a
second is generated. The x and y components of the wave are created using MATLAB’s meshgrid
function as such, [𝑥, 𝑦] = 𝑚𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑(0 ∶ 𝑝𝑖 / 10 ∶ 50 ∗ 𝑝𝑖 , 0 ∶ 𝑝𝑖 / 10 ∶ 2 ∗ 𝑝𝑖). The z
component is generated with the equation 𝑧 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑥).
As described in the previous section, the network separates the inputted data into training and
validation data.
The validation portion is compared to the prediction. The difference is quantified as the error, and
all three can be seen overlaid for comparison in figure 10.

Figure 10 - Comparison of validation, prediction, and error values.
This may be better represented by the three dimensional plot seen in figure 11.

Figure 11 – (Left) Three-dimensional plot of the resulting prediction. (Right) The xz plane view
of the plot. This figure gives a clearer version of the predicted output.
With an increase in samples for training, the network performs even better, as per figure 12.

Figure 12 – Comparison view of the training, validation and error plots with the training
samples increased to 200.
7.2 Computer Generated Increasing Regular Wave
With the success of the NAR network’s ability to predict with a three-dimensional regular
sinusoidal wave, the next step is the test the network with a three-dimensional increasing sinusoidal
wave. The increasing sinusoidal wave is created using the same x and y components as the regular
sinusoidal wave, and the z component is generated with the floor function in MATLAB. The z
component of the wave is denoted as 𝑧 = 𝑎.∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑡), where t is the time vector, t = 0:0.1:100,
and a is 𝑎 = 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟(𝑡). This gives a total number of samples equal to 1000.
The first test that is done is with the training set of the NAR network set to 900 samples. The
hidden layer size is set to a first layer of 10 and a second layer of five. The input delay is set to
300. The results of the network can be seen in figure 13.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 13 – A comparison of the validation, prediction, and error with the increasing threedimensional sine wave. (b) and (c) show error close-up.

7.3 Discussion of Three-Dimensional Analysis
The three-dimensional increasing sine wave inputs cause some difficulty for prediction in the NAR
neural networks. Should the project continue, some adjustments to the neural network should be
made. The modification of the input delay should continue to be adjusted for both cases to see if
there is a better combination of layer sizes and delay and to hopefully be able to generate an
accurate prediction with the lowest amount of training samples possible.
With the constant sinusoidal wave the NAR neural network performs exceptionally well, which is
promising for the future integration with image processing. The results from image processing
should not experience such drastic growths in amplitude as shown in the increasing sinusoidal
wave.
8. Further Work
With the goal for this project to have the artificial neural network and image processing code
successfully combined and operating on a vessel out at sea, there are still many steps that will need
to be taken in order to successfully achieve the goal. These steps include the continual input of
images, specifically for the two-dimensional completed networks, completing the threedimensional neural network to analyse three-dimensional irregular waves, three-dimensional
association with image processing code, increasing the scope of the images for image processing,
and eventual integration with a research vessel.

9. Conclusion
The project provides valuable grounds to build off and reach the initial goals of the research of
being able to apply an artificial neural network with image processing on a marine vessel. The
project saw issues with the experimentation initially, but the issues are taken care of with
successful calibration and image capture. The neural networks, nonlinear autoregressive and
fitting, are able to show success in analysis of computer generated waves. However the nonlinear
autoregressive network may need modifications for future image processing integration. The
fitting network demonstrates that the integration of the image processing codes is possible.
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